with humanist learning that emerges was hardly as peaceful or uncontested as Erasmus's description implied. Yet, it still reveals the vital and vibrant place occupied by the largest contemporary polity in Europe in the intellectual world of humanists and reformers alike.
Cracow
As the sole university in Poland-Lithuania until the Reformation, Cracow played a central role in discussions of humanist educational reform, serving as a lodestar against which subsequent reformers reacted in the 16th century. Among the major centres of learning in Central Europe, Cracow was an important educational destination that attracted a significant number of German, Hungarian, and Ruthenian students up to the Reformation.5 Cracow had constituted an important axis of intellectual exchange in Central Europe with Prague and Vienna through their respective universities and courts since 1400.6 The oldest university in Central Europe, the Carolinum (Charles University) in Prague, had maintained extensive contacts and exchanges of students and professors with Cracow. Prague played a critical role in the re-founding of the Cracow University in 1400. Yet, the Decree of Kutná Hora of 1409 and subsequent Hussite upheavals weakened ties permanently between the two universities. The decree of Wenceslas iv gave the Bohemian faction at the university the decisive voice in university matters, and their decision to support the controversial teachings of John Wyclif prompted an exodus of primarily German students and masters who rejected Wyclif's work. The departure of foreign students from the Carolinum thus contributed significantly to its dramatic decline and inability to become a major centre of humanist learning in the 16th century. This redirected many Polish students studying at Prague to Leipzig and especially Vienna.7 The Rudolfina in Vienna enjoyed closer ties, especially dynastically, with Cracow and served as an important conduit for
